The pattern of CP violation 
I. INTRODUCTION Observation of CP violation has so far been confined to the strange-neutral-meson system. There the symmetry-violating effects are attributable solely to the presence of CP impurities in the &ã nd E3. There is a Priori no reason to suppose that symmetry violation will be exhibited in such a limited manner in other systems. On the contrary', general expectation holds that as newflavor thresholds are passed, CP violation will reveal itself more pervasively and more boldly, extending to on-shell transitions and exceeding the asymmetries, of order 10 ', observed in the kaon system. These expectations are particularly keen for transitions involving the bottom (b) quark.
Within the six-quark Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) model, ' one expects these general expectations to be fulfilled. In --I"12
The states of definite mass~» and lifetime~» are 4(~m/r)'+ (~1 /r)2 whereA=Q"A"A"sin(q"-q"), B=pA"', C =PA"', and D=QA"A"cos(q"-q"). If Examination of the quark diagrams of Fig. 3 shows that they give rise to final states with different isospin structures, leading to a nontrivial relative phase due to strong interactions. For each exclusive channel K~K~X", we can write Amplitude ( Fig. 3(a) ) =A"e' "nU"U, *, U~"U, *" Ane~nf, -Amplitude( Fig. 3(b) ) =A"e'"nU, "U* U U~n" = A. "e'"~g .
(5 3)
The corresponding amplitudes for B' decay to K&K&X'"(here X' "is related to X"by CP trans- with G = U~U, *, I U~" I '.
The amplitu'des for states initially pure B' and B' to decay to Ks +X+ 7 at time t are 
Thus the amplitude for a meson with momentum% to decay to K X' at time t, and for the other meson to decay toK~+ 7 at time t is
The Cp-conjugate situation is described, in an obvious notation, by an amplitude e'e -(BsoBso)+~~Ẽ E +. 
